
∞  Utilize a secure OAuth-based API integration with no 
    on-premises servers

∞  Unify G Suite identities with systems, cloud infrastructure, 
    WiFi authentication, other applications, and more

∞  Leverage SAML-based single sign-on (SSO) 

∞  Gain complete G Suite account lifecycle management: 
    p    provisioning, importation, suspension

∞  Manage password complexity and rotation 

When you synchronize G Suite identities with 
JumpCloud, JumpCloud becomes the source of 
truth for that identity. This makes it possible for 
users to have one password that grants them 
access to Gmail and all Google services, their 
systems, networsystems, networks, file servers, and on-prem and 
loud-based apps – managed from one 
single pane of glass.

JumpCloud’s G Suite integration makes it simple 
to centralize your G Suite accounts with our 
cloud-based directory services. The result is that 
you are able to leverage a cloud-forward IT 
environment while your employees utilize a single, 
unified identity for all of their resources.

Are you struggling with trying to go ‘all cloud’? Are you forced to keep Active Directory® around 
because G Suite can’t act as your core directory service and you don’t want to resort to manually 
managing access control? Alternatively, maybe you don’t even have AD and you are suddenly 
realizing your employees have disparate accounts and passwords across G Suite, their workstation, 
and various other applications and resources?

– Ari Simon, 

     Operations Manager

”

“JumpCloud allows us to 
manage not only G Suite 

users, but also allows us 

to manage our network, 

system, and application 

access in one place.
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∞  Experience a single point of control for G Suite identity management

∞  Enjoy freedom of choice to leverage your preferred infrastructure alongside Google solutions

∞  Shift completely to the cloud – email & productivity with G Suite, and directory services 
    with JumpCloud

∞  Eliminate the need for on-premises Active Directory® server infrastructure

JumpCloud leverages OAuth to maintain a secure, persistent connection 
between your G Suite tenant and JumpCloud’s cloud-based directory services. 
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